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 “We found the KTP an ideal tool for combining the academic 
research skills of a postgraduate student with our own technical 
development project. The KTP scheme enabled us to gain 
maximum benefit from the involvement of De Montfort 
University, which is continuing to make our project such a 
success, especially as we were able to offer Chris Silva a 
permanent position after the two year period.”   

  
 George Wright 
 Production Director 

 
 

 

 
Chris Silva                    Michael Wright 

Background 
 
M Wright & Sons Ltd is a family owned and run SME business with over 150 
years of weaving experience in engineering textiles.  The company needed to 
develop new products to cover a decline within the aerospace industry for 
next-generation aero-engines.  The company had established customer 
demand for bespoke 3-D woven carbon fibre composite reinforcements for 
structural components and the KTP was initiated.     
 

Objective 
 
The purpose of the KTP was to identify, develop and introduce new products 
into new sectors.  An existing loom was modified to investigate 3-D weaving 
with Kevlar and carbon fibre. 
 

Company benefits 
 
The KTP has enabled the company to improve its competitive position by the 
design and production of a World Class 3-D carbon-fibre weaving loom.  The 
loom has enabled the improvement of strength-to-weight ratios for customers 
who need tailor-made products.   Wrights now have the potential to double 
company turnover within 5 years.  
 
Through the KTP, the company recognised the need to review their human 
resource management system; this ultimately improved company 
communications and increased staff efficiency. 
 
Wrights, along with DMU staff were successful in securing a research & 
Development grant of £200k from the East Midlands Development Agency.   
 

Associate benefits 
 
Chris Silva was permanently employed by the company at the end of the 
project and is responsible for: 
 
• Furthering the manufacturing process of the flexible development 

jacquard loom.  
• Translating customer requirements into weaving criteria. 
• Optimising designs for performance/weight/cost. 
 
Chris is also continuing with his PhD at DMU.   
 

“I gained a huge amount of experience and self development with the KTP 
which has led to my continued employment at the company “.  Chris Silva. 
 

University benefits 
 
Partial success of the KTP is attributed to the excellent relationship formed 
between Dr Derek Steeple, Senior Lecturer at DMU, the company Directors 
George and Michael Wright and the Associate Chris Silva.  This project provided 
the academics at DMU exposure to a new and novel process in a challenging 
environment.   The positive outcome has informed the development of the 
University’s brand new Green Technologies degree programme for 2009. 
 
A major benefit for DMU has been the involvement with such a spectacular and 
successful step-change manufacturing process and the technological 
breakthrough using exotic engineering materials which will satisfy carbon 
reduction and fuel efficiency.  
 
DMU has published a conference paper. 
 

Partnership outcomes 
 
M Wright & Sons Ltd were short-listed for the prestigious Lord Stafford Awards 
which exists to champion innovation through business and university 
collaboration.   
 
Dr Steeple has been retained by the company to assist with further project 
implementation and will continue to mentor Chris Silva in his new role at the 
company.   This relationship will help further collaborations in the future and 
will benefit all concerned.  
 

Get in touch 
 
For more information about how we can help your business, call (0116) 
257 7028 and speak to a member of the Knowledge Transfer Team.  
Alternatively visit dmu.ac.uk/ktp 
 
This Partnership received financial support from the Knowledge Transfer 
Partnerships programme (KTP).  KTP aims to help businesses to improve their 
competitiveness and productivity through the better use of knowledge, 
technology and skills that reside within the UK Knowledge Base.  KTP is funded 
by the Technology Strategy Board along with the other government funding 
organisations.” 

 


